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Street Furniture
Many streets and spaces in Lichfield
present a clutter of uncoordinated
street furniture and signage that often
obstructs pedestrian movement
and hides much of the town’s
character. This is unfortunate and
unnecessary, as ironically, much of
the historic street furniture adds to the
distinctiveness of place and visual
interest within the urban realm.

As with surface materials, the furniture
in Lichfield is very inconsistent. There
is a significant variation in colour,
shading, size and form. This is apparent
with the bollards, which are heavily
used in Lichfield to delineate streets
and spaces.
Fingerposts, bollards and other items
such as cycle racks and benches are
also often poorly sited and in a poor
state of repair, further undermining
the streetscape and the quality of
pedestrian experience. Through their
location, signposts frequently impede,
as opposed to facilitate, pedestrian
movement.
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Fig. A - Market Street Showing Proposed use of Natural Paving Materials

Street furniture should not reflect any
heritage style or imitate a point in
history. The following principles would
be adopted:

The plethora of signage, with different
styles of sign often fulfilling the same
function, is also confusing and should
be brought together in a coordinated
manner.
Some elements of signage provide
an attractive and interesting addition
to the street scene, for example, the
Heart of England Way pavement
markers. Similarly, certain elements
of street furniture are carefully crafted
with a combination of materials that
complement the architecture and scale
of the street. These, perhaps, point the
way forward.

1. The street furniture selection should
be a co-ordinated contemporary
range implemented throughout the
town centre
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3. The designs should be simple,
stylish and elegant capable of
accompanying a range of settings
4. The placing of the elements must
respect pedestrian flows allowing
unimpeded access along the
footways. Equal consideration
should be given to the proposed
function and the needs of less able
users

Fig. B - Pavement Marker

Fig. C - Handrail Detail

2. The materials must be durable, able
to resist vandalism and be easily
maintained. Ease of replacement
must be considered

To assist with improving legibility and
employing a sense of place, subtle
modular variations to the standard
items could be introduced. As with the
signage, coloured detailing could be
incorporated in the form of infill strips
or illumination to reflect the quarter
in which the furniture is situated.
Additionally in key areas it is acceptable
to move away from the guidance and
implement bespoke design to tie into
specific sites such as the Cathedral
Precinct.
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5. The design and the materials
should be contemporary, but
reflecting a timeless quality.

Fig. G - Existing Signage
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